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CAPACITY AND MEASURE DENSITIES
O. MARTIO

1. fntroduction

Let h: [0, -)*[0, oo) be a measure function, i.e. h is continuous, strictly
ft (0) :0, and lim,.-- *h(/)-..,
and let

increasirg,

Ho(
be the å-(outer)measure
@

Assume

A):trt{]

of AcN.
n(x, A)

that I <p<n
capr(x,

")

h@,):

l) B'(x,,

r,)

=

Al

The upper å-measure density of

A at x€,R'

is

: H U^(,1 n B" (x, r)) I h(r).

and that C is a closed set in R'.

For

x€Rn

: IS rp-" capp(B"(x,2r), B'(x, r) a C)

defines the upper p-capacity density of C at x. Here capp on the right hand side is
the ordinary variational p-capacity of a condenser.
The purpose of this note is to compare @6(x,C) and capr(x, C) for various
h and p. Among other things we show that capr(x,C):g implies @1,(x,C):Q
for h(r):f, where a>n-p. As a byproduct some measure theoretic properties
of sets Cwhich satisfy capo(x, C):0 for all x€C are given. Observe that such a
set C need not be of zero p-capacity.
We shall mainly employ the method due to Ju. G. Re§etnjak, cf. [7, 8]. There is
an extensive literature on measure theoretic properties of sets of zero p-capacity,
see e.g. [1], [6], [7, 8], and [10].

2. Preliminary results

2.1. Notation. The open ball centered at x€.R' with radius r>0 is denoted
B(x, r). We abbreviate B.(r):3'19, r) and ,S'-1(r):fl3'(r). The Lebesgue
measure in r? is denoted by m and Q,:m(n"(l)). W" let ao-, denote the (n- 1)measure of S'-1(l). For p>1, Zp is the class of all p-integrable functions in ,P
with the norm ll llr.
by
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If

Ac R" is open, ther Ct@)

Manrto

means the set of continuously differentiable real

valued functions with compact support

in ,4. For u(Cl(A), yy:(\p,...,lnu)

is the gradient of u. Each u has the representation, cf . 17, Lemma 3],

u(x):*JWdm(y)

(2.2)

If ,4 is open in R'and CcA is compact, then the pair (A, C) is called a condenser and its p-capacity, l=p=n, is defined by
cap,(A,

c) :,råftI,r»

[ lv"P a*

where W(A, C) is the set of all non-negative functions u€Ci@) with a(x)>l
for all x€C. Note that for x€R' and O<rt<rz

(2.3)

capo(B'(x,

where q:(p-n)l@known:

rr), Bn(x,rJ)

l).

: { T"_:ff;:?:?'-;'

nn'-!-';,'

The following subadditivity result for capacities is well-

2.4. Lemma. Suppose that

(A,C) is a condenser. If (At,Ci), i:1,2,...,
A)A, and vCr=C, then

is

a sequence of condensers such that

capo(A, C)

If

C is closed in

= Z capr(Ar, C).

,P, x€R', and r>0

capo(x, C, r)

-

we let

rp-n czpp(Bn1x,2r7, B"(x, r)

a C).

The set C is of zero p-capacity, abbreviated capo C:0, if for all compact sets
C'c.C, capr(A, C'):O for all open A>C'.
If å is a measure function, then in addition to the measure äo defined in the
introduction we use the å-Hausdorff measure

H; (A)

:

liminf

{)

ngS: v

for AcR". Fot h(r):ro, a,>0, this
measure on

B"

(xi,

r)

=

A, ri

= t}

defines the usual oc-dimensional Hausdorff

all Borel sets in .P and
dim,

A:

inf {a > 0: Hf (A)

:0,

h(r)

:

ro)

denotes the Hausdorff dimension of ,4.

2.5. Preliminary lemmas. The first two lemmas are well-known.
Suppose that å is a measure function and that o is a finite measure in ,P defined
on all Borel sets.

For x€-R' and r>0 write o(x,r):6(9,'(r, r)).
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2.6. Lemma. (Cf. [3, pp. 196--204).)

A^:
then

{xQ

Hu(N\A^)=c).o(N),

N:

If ).=0 and

.
= h(r)l), for all =

o(x, r)

0},

where cn=O depends only on n.

If F: (0, -)*A

2.'7. Lemma- 17, Lemmaal
tinuous on compact subintentals, and

lim,--F(r):9,

,rlx- yD do(y) : !

{

111

is

decreasing, absolutely con-

lim,*o

F(r):*,

then

F'?)o(x, r) dr.

In order to estimate the upper å-measure density an interpolation lemma of
type 17, Lemma 6l is needed:
Then

2.8. Lemma. Suppose that u€Lp,
for all a=O

r, fire A': u(x) > d)L-ttp1A f
where

o(x)

p>1,

is non-negatiue and

n«l'Ltp--.nte

that ulf,B"(r):0.

dt+rä-'rllril,))) <

c,(ullull,)e,

: I ufr>l* - yl'-" dm(y)
Rn

and c, is the constant of Lemma2.6.

Proof. For x€R',

By Hölder's

r>0,

inequality

(2.9)

and non-negative measurable w we let

Q(w,x,r\: I wdm.
Bn(x'r)

Q(u, x, r)

On the other hand

(2.10)

= Q|-rtorn-ninQ(un, x, r)ttp.

Q(u, x, r)

since al[,B'(ro):0.
If Ac.N is measurable we let

= Q7-rttr"-"tollulle

o(A): !udm.
A
Now o(,Rl)<-

since the support

of

rz

is compact. Setting F(r):rL-', ,=9,

Lemma 2.7 implies

(2.11)

u(x)

: I "Ollx- ylr-" dm : I rqx- yD do(y)
: (n-D I e@, x, r)r-" ilr
R4

j' O(u, x, r)r-n dr*(n- r) i
- (n- 1) oro

Q(u, x,

r)r-'dr.

ö.
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Now by (2.9)

(z.lz)
and by

(2.10)

j'
o

x,r)r-n dr = ol-'',,

O(u,

j'

Q(ur, x, r)ttnr-ntp

d,r

(

oo:

(2.13)

O(u, x,

[

r)r-" dr =

Q'n-'10r6-ntp

I

llullor-" dr

r0

:#rt-nrrllullr.
Suppose

that a >0

and let

if AcRn

Define o(A): I nup dm

is a Borel set and apply Lemma2.6:

Ho(R"\ä 5 cnd,Po(R') :

If x(Bo,

cna'llullfr.

then by (2.I2)

(2.14)

f

g(u, x, r)r-n dr

s

Or.-rtp

for

and hence by (2.11), (2.13), and (2.14)

u(x)
This gives

= [{ - Q'*-Ltpl+

tx€Ä':

u(x)

j'

=KlcR'\B,

ct-'

j'

h.)tto r-ntp

d,r

x€Bo

,Q)Lto r-ntp dr

* rt-nrollrllJ

.

and the result follows.

3. Upper bountls for measure ilensities
Suppose that C is a closed set in Rn
r>0, then we let
@1,(x,

3.1. Theorem.

C,) : no(B"(x, r) n C)lh(r).

If p€(l,nf

and

Zt

(3.2)
for some A>o

and x ( -P. lf h is a measure function and

[
and

h1r1''' r-"tp dt

= Arb-n)teh(r)ue

*'"'r^'rl*r'r'r'='!r'!rn,(x,c,

r),r( (0, ror.
Here the constant c depends only on n, p, and A.

I t3
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x:0,

that

Proof. We may assume
we may also assume

(3.3)

cap, (0, C, r)

for all r€(0, rol.

= K : ail-tQl-P)n-2P

Set

: j'

I(r)
Let e >0

@o(O,C,r)=l for all r=0,

and since

,7,1,,0,-',0 0,.

wew(Y(2r),8"(r)nC) such that
capo(8"(2r),8'(r) n c) =- I lYwle clm-e

and choose

(3.4)
and

(3.5)

lV*P dm = Kf'-P.

[

By (2.2)

w(x)

:

a;],

t l*-tl-"Yw(v)'(x-v) dm(v)
dm(y).
= a;1, I l*-tl'-' lvw(y)l
v:lYwlla,-, and to:2r.

Now apply Lemma 2.8 with

The inequality (3.5) gives

Q!-rtn72ry-"tpllullp= Q!,-lro1zr1t-"tp(Kf -p)l/pailt
hence we may choose

a>0

such that

el-,r,

l-!,

U, + (2r)t--, o yy1,]
t

:

- lf2 < l,

r.

Lemma 2.8 yields

n o(8" (r).', C) =
<

c,2e

Qen

- 1 at,

!,

(n

-

c,

llulloofffiJ'

l)v I (v)o (cap, (B' (2

r), B' (r) n C) + e)

where the inequality (3.5) has also been used. By the assumption (3.2),
Arr-"lP h(r)t/P and thus

nn(B"(r7 aC)lh(r)

a crp-'(capr(B'(2r),8'(r) n C)+e)

where c:cr2"Qe,-ra,!r(n-t1oao. Letting

e*0

gives the required result.

3.6. Corollary. Suppose that h sotisfies the condition (3.2).
then @o(x,C):0.
3.7. Corollary. If
h(r):Yd and u>n-P.

1(r)=

l=p=n and capn(x, C):0,

then

If

capr(x,

@o(x,

C):0,

C):0

for

Proof. Let h(r):v', d,>n-p. In view of Corollary 3.6 it suffices to show that
å satisfles the condition (3.2). An easy calculation shows that this is true fe-rr all
r>0 with a:P(a-n*01-t2@-n+o)lo 3.8. Theorem. Suppose that

for all x€C, then dim, C<n-p.

CcR"

is closed and

l<p<n. If

cap, ("x, C):g

tt4
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Proof.

all x(C.

lf d.>n-p,

then for h(r):f Corollary 3.7 gives @1,(x, C):Q fs1
By 12,2.10.19(2)1, H;(C):0. This shows dim, C<a and the result

follows.

3.9. Remarks. (a) It is well-known, see e.g. [6, p. 136] and [8, Corollary 2],
that" capo C:0 implies dim, C=n-p.
(b) Especially for p:n it is interesting to know if the condition (3.2) would
allow measure functions å increasing more sharply at 0 than h(r):y" for any a >0.
Unfortunately, for pC(l,nl the condition (3.2) always implies that h(r)=cra for
some B>0 and c=0 for all r€(0, ro]. To prove this choose an integer lo>2 such
that 2-,o((0, rol. Then for i>ro
2-i+1

(3.10)

J

0

= j:iZ
Assume first
and

that

irk>io*k
(3.11)
Now for

: Z
j:i

ltlZ-i1ttp2U-1)nlp2-i

p((l,n). Fix f=0
2PteA

h(2-i1rto2i1"tp-r)-ntp.

and then an integer

k>2

such that

< 2k(tla-t)-nlP.

all i>io

(3.12)

h(z-t-x1 = 2-Ph(2-1

since otherwise

and thus

)
j=i

h1Z-i1'to2itutp-|)-nlp
>- 2-

p I

eh

(2-

>
i)r

i+k

)-Pln772-i)1tp
I

p

j:iZ

2i@ro-r)-ntt

p
p.
2Q +k)(n I -L) -n I

But this combined with (3.10) and (3.11) gives a contradiction.
lf p-n, fix B>0 and an integer k>2 so that iolc>irf k and A<.2-|tn-rk.
Then it can be shown similarly that (3.12) holds.
To finish the proof let r€(0,2-iot1. Choose i such that rE(2-i-1,2-i1 and
then m>io so that mk<i<i*l=(nt-f1)k. Since iok>io+k it follows from (3.12)
by induction that
h(Z-i*1
Hence
h

(t)k

=

2-PU-io+r)

h(2-io), i :

io, i0+ 1, ...

.

§(n -in +t)k h (2-io)k
= h (2-^o)o = )-

:

)B

io

*

This gives the required result.

7,

12-

i

o)k

)-

0

@

+r\*

<

2P

io

k

h

(2-

i

o)k rp .
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4. Lower bounds for measure densities

Here we only consider measure functions å of well-known type.

4.1. Theorem. Let

h(r)

:

n), r = 0, and
:(ln(1/r))1-" .for p:n and 0=r<112.
Yo-o

for

P((1,

If C is a closed set in R", then
capr(x, C, r)

=

c@

7,(x, C,

for all r>0 if p€(l,n) andfor re(0,112) if

r)

p:n.

The constant c depends only

on n and p.

Proof. We may assume x:0. Consider first the case l<p<n. Fix r>0
and choose a covering B'(xr,r,) of the set E'(r)nC where x,eB,(r). Assume
2rr<r for all i. Now by Lemma 2.4 and by (2.3)

(4.2)

cap, (0, C, r)

:

rp-o c&pp(n"12r1,

s

rP-n

B'(r) a C)

å"unr(B'(*,,

r), Bn(xr,r,) n C)

: ,, ål?lr)n-tlt-, = c{I-2-ey-, §
i:L
i:1
where cr-ar,-rQp-r,

q:(n-p)l@-l),

and the inequality

g,1r1,-,

2r,<y is used in

the

last step. Thus
cap, (0, C,

r)

=

c

)

h(r,)lh(r).

If 2rr>r for some i, then, since capr(0, C, r)<a,_r((t-Z-r11n;r-r,
obvious.

In the c&sa

p:n

the result is

the estimate (4.2) can be written in the form
cap, (0, C, r)

=-,

Z [---l#J'-'

2rr--r are used for the inequality (ln(rlrr))"-1>
cr(-ln r)'-1(-ln r)r-", cr:(ln2)n*r2r-n and c:o)o_yc1. This yields the conwhen the conditions r-<.112 and

clusion as above.

4.3. Corollary. Suppase l<p<n and let h be as in Theorem4.l.
is a closed set, then @1,(x, C):Q implies capr(x, C):0.
as

If CcR"

4.4. Remark. It is well-known, see e.g. [6, Theorem 7.2) or [10], that
in Theorem 4.1, then H;(C)=.* gives cap, C:0.

if

/z is

tt6
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4.5. Corollary. If C is a closed set in
then caprC:O for qe|,D.

a>n

N and capo(x,C):0 for all

Proof. By Theorem 3.8 dim, C=n-p,Consequently
-p. By Remark 4.4 cap, C:0 for q€(1, p).

x€C,

H;(C):O for hlr)::o,

Corollary. Suppose that l-P=n. If C is a closed set in R" such that
C>0 and capr(x, C):0 for qll x€.C, then dims C:n-p. Moreouer,
H;(C):*, h(r):v"-0.
Proof. The case p-n has been handled by Theorem 3.8. If a-n-p=O and
it H;(C)<.*,h(r):vn, then by Remark 4.4 capoC:0. Consequently, dimsC>
n-p and the opposite inequality follows from Theorem 3.8.
4.7- Example. Here we constructfot p:n a compact set CcN such that
capnC>O but cap, (x, C):g for all x(R'. In fact we shall show that even the
condition M(x,C)<.* for all x€C holds. The condition M(x, C)=-, cf. [4]
and [5], means that there exists a non-degenerate continuum Kcf,C v {x} such
4.6.

capo

that x€K and the n-modulus of the curve family joining Kand C is finite. By [5,
Theorem 3.ll M(x, C)-* implies cap, (x, C):0. A set of this type is of func-

tion theoretic interest, see [11].
To this end let k((1,2) and define li:"*p(-kni/(n-r)), i:0, 1,.... Fix ro
such that 41/ili+fli for i>io and write li:l'iaio, i:0,1,... . Let lobe a closed
interval of length /o and set Eo:ÅoX...X/o (z times). Denote by.F', the union of
two closed intervals /!and /l of length /r lying in loand containing both ends of
/0. Set Er:FtX...Xf'l and carry out the same operations in the intervals llrand
/f using /, instead of /.. Four intervals /'r, i--1,2,3,4, are obtained. Let their
union be F, and set E2:FIX...XFr. This process can be continued and define
C:OI. Er. Each set ä, consists of 2in closed cubes Qj, i:1,...,2'n, with sides
of length /,.
The set C is of positive n-capacity since

;

i:L

2nitQ-') ln (l,ll,+r) <

*,

cf. [6, TheoremT.4 and the following Remark]. For relations between the capacity
used in [6] and the variational capacity used in this paper see [8, Theorems 6.1
and 6.21.

Next we consider the condition M(xo, C)=-. Fix xs€C. For each i>l
Qrinlhe collection {Qj} such that xo€Qr. Now it is easy to construct
a continuum Kr*rcQi consisting of line segments Lr, Lr, Zr in the plane
7:{x(R": xr:(xo);, .i:3,...,n\ and such that I, joins the midpoint of a face
of 7n Q, to thecenter of 7n Qi, Lris a part of a similar segment and Zr is perpendicular to L, and joins the midpoint of a face of 7 n Q,*, to the endpoint of Zr.
Now d(,K,*r, Oi*NQ,*r) =lil4 and d(Ki+u Qi*)=l,*rl4 where Qi:90-rnl)1Qio.
choose a cube

tt7
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Set K- u; ,K,+r Lr {*o}. Then a fter' a suitable sel ection of the continua Kr*r, K
is a non-degenerate continuum wi th xo€K.
If E and F are closed sets in Ä' we denote by / (8, F) the family of all paths
joining these sets in Än. For prorpe
)ertiies of the n -m odulus M (Å (8, F)) of the path
family A (8, F) we refer to [9].
It remains to show M (Å (K, Cc)).< oo. By [9,,T heorem 6.21 for each i = I
t)

,( o(u'*" 11 (o;\0,'))
K,* ,, Qi*r)) + /M
M(/ (K,*r, C)) =_ M(Å((K

(4.8)

i+1
i+

K,* ,, Qi*r)) + 2 M(Å(K,*r, Qj.\Q))
M(Å (K,
:'.
j z,
and we estimate each term separately.

Fix l=7=;. Now K,*rc Q, and

(0i\0,

aB"(xo,li-rl}):O,

thus

(4.s)
:

M(/1K,*,,0;\o)) 4 @,-r!nl1,-,lz)l(t,t/ilz)f)'-"
o)n

- rk-n(io

+i)

[I

-

where c, depends only on n,

ktr(,, +,)/(1

k,

-r) ln 1/i

-

14i -r -i)/(r

-r;]r -r < crk-ni

and io.

lf i:;a l,

then because of the quasi-invariance of the n-modulus under biLipschitz mappings, see [9], it is easy to see that there is ci>O depending only on
z such that

(4.10)

M(/(Ki*r,0,1*r\0,*J) = clM(l(g',(t,*r),S'-t(/)))

:

cicttn

_

r(ln (l,l l, * r))r-,

= crk-,i

and c, depends on the same constants as c1.
As above the estimate

(4.11) M(Å(K,*r,

Qi+z))

= c;M(/ (B',(1,*r), S',?-r(1,*r)) = cek-n(i*1)

is obtained where c, depends on the same constants as c1.
Finally, the inequalities (4.8)-(4. 11) yield
oo

= å krk-n(i*r) * czk-ni +(, + 1) c, k-"il
= (c, t cz* tr) ; (, + l) k-ni <
This shows that M(xo, C)<oo

oo.
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